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Abstract 

Aeroacoustics of a Parallel Blade-Vortex Inter
action (BVI) is investigated using the indicia] 
method. A new generalized gust function is de
veloped as a function of the gust ratio and Mach 
number for an airfoil penetrating a moving gust. 
BVI occurring on the advancing blade is modeled 
as an interaction of a prescribed isolated line vor
tex of known strength with a rotor blade in for
ward flight. The indicia! method with a general 
gust function (along with 3-D coupling) is applied 
to determine the linear unsteady aerodynamic lift 
time history. An Euler method is used to calcu
late the nonlinear aerodynamics. Acoustic pressure 
signals at far-field observer locations are calculated 
using classical surface monopoles and dipoles for 
the linear acoustic propagation. The accuracy of 
the indicia! method is demonstrated by comparing 
with the results obtained using the Euler method 
to predict unsteady aerodynamic lift. The far-field 
noise is calculated for a range of vortex speed ra
tios; it is shown that the vortex convection speed 
significantly influences the noise magnitude. Fur
thermore, it is shown that the vortex convection 
effects can be accurately modeled with linear un
steady aerodynamics by using the newly developed 
general gust function. 

Introduction 

Blade-vortex interactions (BVI) are one of the most 
important sources of unsteady loading and noise for 
a helicopter. Such interactions occur when the tip 
vortices shed by preceding blades induce impulsive 
changes in the downwash on successive blades. The 
resulting rapid changes in the blade loading pro
duce sharp noise pulses. Although BVI can occur 
at various locations around the rotor azimuth, the 
strongest interaction noise usually occurs on the 

advancing side when the blade is at an azimuthal 
angle of 70 to 80 degrees. The reasons are twofold: 
(1) at this point the interaction angle between the 
vortex and the blade is nearly parallel and the un
steady loading along the span of the blade is in 
phase; and (2) the Doppler amplification factor is 
greater for the larger local Mach numbers on the 
advancing side. Such an interaction is called a par
allel blade vortex interaction. 

In forward flight the forward motion of the rotor 
system results in the downstream convection of the 
tip vortices that initially follow an epicycloidal pat
tern. As the tip vortices convect downstream their 
interaction with the rotor system, as well as mu
tual self-interactions, results in velocity perturba
tions which cause the tip vortices to move at veloc
ities different from the freestream. The gust speed 
ratio is a parameter which can be used to repre
sent the convection speed of the vortex through 
the freestream flow. The speed ratio, .A, for a sharp 
edged gust is defined as: 

.A= VJ(V + V9 ) (1) 

where V is the freestream velocity and V9 is the ve
locity of gust with respect to the freestream. Thus 
.A < 1 represents a faster moving gust with .A = 0 
corresponding to an indicial change in the angle of 
attack. Similarly .A > 1 represents a slower moving 
gust. Typically .A varies from 0.9 to 1.3 for a rotor 
in forward flight. 

The convection velocity of the vortex influences the 
acoustics of BVI in two ways. One, the time history 
of the unsteady gust field induced by the vortex at 
a given point on the blade changes with the vortex 
convection velocity. The relative velocity between 
the blade and the vortex determines the time pe
riod of the interaction. For a faster moving vor
tex, the interaction occurs over a shorter interval 
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of time, resulting in a more rapid change in the un
steady loads. This effect can be accounted for by 
knowing the location of the vortex relative to the 
blade. 

Secondly, the aerodynamic response of the airfoil 
section changes. For an airfoil penetrating a mov
ing gust the lift consists of two components. The 
circulatory component is associated with the in
stantaneous bound circulation on the airfoil. The 
circulatory lift starts from zero at the instant air
foil penetrates the gust front and asymptotically 
reaches the steady state magnitude corresponding 
to the angle of attack induced by the gust. An
other contribution to the total lift comes from the 
impulsive change in the boundary condition on the 
airfoil element entering the gust. A step change 
in the boundary condition results in a compression 
wave on the one surface and an expansion wave on 
the other surface. This pressure differential results 
in lift on the airfoil which decays rapidly within 
a few chord distances of airfoil travel. This non
circulatory lift is fairly small for a stationary gust 
but its contribution increases as the gust speed ra
tio decreases. In the limiting case of an infinitely 
fast moving gust (a step change in angle of at
tack), the total lift at initial times is dominantly 
non-circulatory. Currently, aerodynamic compre
hensive codes neglect the changed aerodynamic re
sponse, utilizing the stationary gust response for 
all gusts (i.e. the non-circulatory lift is neglected). 

A good review of the general indicia! concept is 
given by Lomax' and Tabak and Schiff' with ap
plications in tbe field of rotary wing aerodynam
ics by Bed does' and Leishman'. In brief, the in
dicia! method to determine the unsteady aerody
namic response to an arbitrary input consists of 
using Duhamel superposition of indicia! responses 
of that input. The indicia! response is the response 
of the aerodynamic flowfield to a step change in a 
set of defined boundary conditions, such as a step 
change in angle of attack, pitch rate, or a pene
trating gust field. For example, the gust indicia! 
response is the aerodynamic response of an airfoil 
penetrating a gust of unit magnitude. Knowledge 
of the gust indicia! response is sufficient to deter
mine the unsteady loads for an airfoil subject to an 
arbitrary gust field. For 3-D applications, the indi
cia! method can be extended by including a method 
to account for 3-D coupling (due to trailed vortic
ity) effects. 

Figure 1 shows the aerodynamic response of an air
foil in a freestream Mach number of 0.5 penetrating 
a moving gust at various gust speed ratios (as de-

Figure 1: Lift time history for various gust speed 
ratios for an airfoil penetrating a moving gust at 
freestream Mach number of 0.5 [6]. 

termined from 2-D Euler calculations by Singh and 
Baeder'). The lift time history is plotted against 
time, non-dimensionalized by semichord and the 
free stream Mach number. It can be observed from 
the figure that the gradient of the lift time history 
increases with the gust convection speed. The ac
curate prediction of the acoustics requires the ini
tial slope to be represented accurately, as will be 
discussed in the next section. The dependence of 
the gust response on the gust speed ratio then man
ifests itself in the change in the coefficients of the 
gust function. 

For a helicopter rotor in forward flight, both the 
Mach number and the gust speed ratio vary with 
azimuth and span. To avoid the computationally 
expensive process of a table lookup or interpola
tion it is desirable to have a representation of the 
gust function in the form of a function of Mach 
number and gust speed ratio. For practical appli
cations, an exponential form of the gust function 
allows for the formulation of the Duhamel integral 
as a one-step recursive algorithm. Fortunately, the 
asymptotically exponential behavior of the indicia! 
function is sufficiently close to the physical behav
ior such that a few exponential function terms can 
accurately approximate the indicia! response. In 
this work such a gust function is used, which fur
ther improves the efficiency of the method. An in
dicia! method with exponential indicia! functions 
has been shown to be several order of magnitude 
faster compared to the more rigorous CFD meth
ods to determine unsteady loads. Furthermore, the 
agreement with CFD is excellent if the approximate 
indicia! functions utilized are themselves based on 
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CFD calculations. 

The main objective of this study is to apply the in
dicia! method with a general gust function to better 
simulate the effects of vortex convection. To this 
end, a model problem consisting of an isolated ro
tor blade interacting with a single line vortex of 
known strength is examined. The unsteady aero
dynamic loading and far-field noise is calculated for 
various convection speeds of the vortex to examine 
the significance of vortex convection effects. 

Figure 2 shows the sketch of the computational 
model. The plan view shows the rotor rotating in 
a counter-clockwise direction. A line vortex con
vects in a straight line at a fixed distance below 
the blade. The velocity of the vortex convection 
is determined by the gust speed ratio parameter. 
The vortex is initialized such that when the blade 
reaches the 90 degree azimuthal location the vor
tex is directly underneath the quarter-chord of the 
blade. 

Approach 

Gust Function Development 

As mentioned earlier1 an exponential form of the 
gust response is sought for computational effi
ciency. In a previous study this was obtained for 
one Mach number', with the number of terms and 
their coefficients chosen to best approximate 2-D 
indicia! calculations performed using a 2-D Euler 
solver', as well as satisfy exact theoretical analyt
ical conditions at the beginning of the indicia! cal
culations6. 

In this study a four term representation was cho
sen, as a three term representation was found to 
be inadequate to fit the gust response while a five 
term representation did not show any significant 
improvement over the four term gust function. The 
general gust function is parametrized for both the 
gust speed ratio and the Mach number. The fol
lowing form of the gust function was chosen in this 
study to set up the optimization problem: 

CL(S,>..,M) = 

Ct. ( 1 + t A;(>.., M)exp( -B;(>.., M)S)) 

where A1 ... A4 and B 1 ... B 4 are the coefficients to 
be determined and C1• = 27r / (3 is the lift curve 
slope. Of the 8 coefficients contained in the above 
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Figure 2: Sketch of the computational model for 
the interaction of an isolated line vortex with an 
isolated rotor blade at 90 degree azimuthal angle. 

representation, two are determined by applying the 
constraint at S = 0 on the lift magnitude and its 
time derivative. An analytic expression can be ob
tained for the gust response for a short period of 
time by making use of analogy between equations 
governing 2-D unsteady flow with 3-D steady su
personic flow. The analytic expression is then used 
to determine the time derivative of the lift at S = 0. 

It is desired to associate exponential terms of the 
approximate gust function with the unsteady pro-
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cesses taking place during the interaction. How
ever, in this study, the remaining 6 coefficients are 
arbitrarily expressed as functions of M and .\. The 
main motivation being to use simple polynomial 
functions to adequately approximate the gust re
sponse over a range of parameters. Several func
tions were tried out to minimize the error in a least 
square sense to the lift time history obtained from 
an Euler solver. The following expressions were de
termined to best represent the gust response: 

A! = CJ + c2.\/(1 + .\) 

A2 c3 + c4{3 

A, = cs + c.f32 

B1 = C7 

B2 ca.\+ cgf3 
B, CJO 

The constraints on C L and its gradient at S = 0 
determine A, and B4 as: 

where {3 = v'1- M 2 and dCL/dS = 2.8/v'M.\3. 
The value of the slope used for the constraint is 
higher than the theoretical initial value to allow for 
the exponential decay: thus, optimizing the slope 
over the short initial time period. 

The coefficients c1 ... c10 were then obtained by si
multaneously optimizing on a CFD database over 
the range of M = 0.4 to 0.65 at every 0.05 and 
.\ ranging from 0.8 to 1.4 at the interval of every 
0.1. The coefficients had the following magnitudes: 
CJ = -3.305, C2 = 2.762, C3 = -0.080, C4 = 0.134, 
Cs = 2.548, Cij = 1.680, C7 = 0.183, c8 = 0.514, 
c9 = 1.492 and c10 = 0.344. 

Aerodynamics Calculations 

The problem of determining the unsteady load dis
tribution over a rotor blade is complex because of 
two reasons. First, the shed vortices induce a down
wash over the blade that feeds back and influences 
the load distribution accordingly. This effect is al
ready implicitly contained in the 2-D indicia! re
sponse functions. Second, the trailed vortices, due 
to the distribution of spanwise loading, reduce the 
loads near the blade tip region. This is not con
tained in the 2-D indicia! response functions. 

In discrete time a finite-difference approximation 
to the Duhamel integral results in a one-step re
cursive method. For the present study, an indicia! 
method' with the generalized gust function is used 
to calculate the unsteady aerodynamic load history 
for the BVI. At each azimuth location of the ro
tor blade, the downwash induced by the isolated 
line vortex is calculated at the quarter chord using 
an algebraic core model due to Sculley and Kauf
mann. The 2-D indicia! response must be modified 
to include the 3-D effects. Rather than an empir
ical correction, a better method to accurately ac
count for the 3-D effects is a Weissinger-1 model. 
The Weissinger-L method is a limiting case of the 
lifting surface method with only one surface ele
ment in the chord wise direction. In this study the 
Weissinger-L method is used with the unsteady air
loads computed at 36 radial stations along the span 
of the blade at time intervals of one-half a degree 
in azimuth. The trailing vortices in the method 
are tracked for an azimuthal length equal to the 
azimuthal extent of the grid in the CFD calcula
tions (approximately 70 degrees of wake age) used 
for the non-linear aerodynamics computations. As 
stated earlier, the shed wake is not explicitly calcu
lated, but rather is contained implicitly in the 2-D 
indicia! responses. The complete airloads calcula
tion requires less than one minute of CPU time on 
a DEC Alpha workstation. 

The Transonic Unsteady Rotor Navier-Stokes 
(TURNS)' code is used as an Euler solver to cal
culate the aerodynamics of the BVI. The TURNS 
code is a finite-difference code to solve Navier
Stokes equations and it has been applied to a va
riety of helicopter aerodynamic and acoustic prob
lems'-". It uses Roe upwinding with higher order 
MUSCL type limiting on the right hand side for 
spatial accuracy. A LU-SGS implicit operator is 
used on the left hand side to increase stability and 
robustness. Unfortunately, the use of a spectral 
radius approximation in the implicit scheme ren
ders the method only first order accurate in time. 
Therefore, in this study a second order backwards 
difference in time is used along with Newton type 
sub-iterations to restore formal second order ac
curacy in time. This also reduces the factorization 
and linearization errors associated with the scheme. 
In this study viscous effects are ignored and the 
code is only used in Euler mode. The convection 
of the line vortex is incorporated using the field ve
locity approach." 

CFD calculations were performed on a C-H grid 
topology. The grid had 169 points in the wrap
around direction with 131 points on the blade sur-
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face, 49 points in the spa.nwise direction with 35 
points on the blade surface and 43 points in the 
normal direction. Following the calculation of the 
initial quasi-steady state solution for each of the 
flight conditions, unsteady computations are per
formed for a time-step of 0.2 degree. The CFD 
solution was found to be insensitive to increased 
refinement in either space or time. One calculation 
required approximately 10 hours of CPU time on a 
DEC Alpha workstation. 

Acoustics Calculations 

The WOPWOP " code is used to calculate the 
far-field acoustic pressure. This code is based 
on Light hill's acoustic analogy " in the form of 
the Ffowcs Williams-Hawkings (FW-H) equation". 
This code models the helicopter rotor acoustics rel
atively accurately and requires the blade surface 
pressure distribution and the blade motion as in
put. Formula lA of Farrasat is used. This brings 
the time derivative inside the integral, causing the 
time derivatives of the source terms to be required. 
Furthermore, the integration to determine the pres
sure time history at a given observer location and 
time requires the solving of the retarded time equa
tion and the subsequent interpolation of the ob
server sources and time derivatives of sources. The 
pressure distribution is specified on the top and the 
bottom airfoil surface for the unsteady aerodynam
ics calculation using CFD while it is specified on the 
mean surface for the indicia! method using the ana
lytical fiat plate distribution. For compact acoustic 
sources the blade lift time history is sufficient to de
termine the far-field acoustics signature; however, 
for non-compact sources a chordwise pressure dis
tribution over the blade surface is required. This is 
obtained by using the analytical pressure distribu
tion corresponding to a fiat plate in linear flow at 
an angle of attack. This distribution is given by: 

Cp(x) = ~J(!- x)jx 

where x is the distance as a fraction of the chord 
length from the leading edge. 

Results and Discussion 
As mentioned earlier, during low-speed descent, 
typical of terminal operations, the rotor blades may 
encounter the large velocity gradients generated by 
the trailed tip vortices. The rapidly changing in
duced velocity field causes large, time varying fluc
tuations in loading on the blade. The resulting 
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Figure 3: Sketch of the experimental setup of Ki
taplioglu and Caradonna. 

blade-vortex interaction noise is then dominant. 
The strongest BVI tend to occur on the advanc
ing side, when the axis of the tip vortex is nearly 
parallel to the rotor blade leading edge. Unfor
tunately, the accurate prediction of the unsteady 
airloads and resulting aeroacoustics requires pre
dicting the location of the wake and the strength 
of the vortical elements to a relatively high degree 
of accuracy. This is beyond the scope of the present 
work and is an area of fervent research within the 
rotorcraft community. 

Since the completely self-generated BVI is very 
complicated and difficult to accurately predict 
based on first principles, several simpler BVI exper
iments have been designed to remove some of these 
difficulties"-". Rather than having the rotor blade 
interact with the self-generated wake, these exper
iments contain a vortex generator placed upstream 
of the rotor system to generate a single line vortex 
of known properties. The rigid rotor system is then 
operated at zero nominal thrust to minimize the 
self-generated wake. The recent experiment of Ki
taplioglu and Caradonna"·" is extremely valuable 
in that acoustic measurements are available for val
idation. A schematic of this experiment is shown 
in figure 3. Unfortunately, only parallel interac
tions at 180 degrees of azimuth were obtained in 
this most recent experiment. An informal working 
group utilized this data to compare a wide range 
of methods for the prediction of BVI noise". One 
conclusion was that simple aerodynamic methods, 
such as contained in the indicia! approach utiliz
ing linearized unsteady aerodynamics, were as ac
curate as much more expensive methods based on 
computational fluid dynamics ( CFD) in providing 
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Figure 4: Comparison of acoustic signature for 
analytical chordwise pressure distribution and the 
CFD predicted chordwise pressure distribution for 
BVI at Mtip = 0. 71 and Jl. = 0.2. 

the required airloads for subsequent linear propa
gation to the acoustic microphone locations. The 
interactions showed no sign of nonlinearities in the 
acoustic propagation. 

As a result, in this paper, only isolated parallel in
teractions will be examined. After validation with 
experimental results and computational fluid dy
namic predictions for parallel interactions occur
ring at 180 degrees of azimuth, more realistic par
allel interactions occurring at 90 degrees of azimuth 
will be examined and compared to results from 
CFD. 

Experimental/ Computational Valida
tion for Parallel Interaction at 180 
Degree of Azimuth 

The experimental rotor system of Caradonna and 
Tung, as used in the experiments of Kitaplioglu 
and Caradonna20 • 21 is examined to validate the lin
earized unsteady aerodynamics and acoustics. This 
rotor system consists of a two bladed untwisted 
rigid rectangular rotor blades of aspect ratio 7 .125. 
In the experiment, the blades were set at zero col
lective to minimize self-generated BVI. The blades 
had a 6 inch chord with NACA 0012 airfoil sec
tion. A vortex was generated directly upstream 
of the rotor by an 18 inch chord, semi-span wing 
with a NACA 0015 airfoil section placed at an an
gle of attack. For this validation case of the rotor 
at a tip Mach number of 0. 7145 and advance ra
tio of 0.1975, interacting with the vortex shed by 
the wing at an angle of attack of 12 degree passing 

Microphone Number X y z 
Mic #2 -3.0 0.0 -1.87 
Mic #3 -3.0 0.0 -2.26 
Mic #4 -3.0 0.0 -2.80 

Table 1: Coordinates of the microphones used in 
the experiment of Kitaplioglu and Caradonna. 

one-quarter of a chord underneath the rotor blade 
at 180 degree of azimuth is considered for the paral
lel interaction case. The vortex core radius is 15% 
of the vortex generator chord; the nondimensional 
strength of the vortex is 0.36. A step size of 0.5 de
gree is used to rotate the blade at each time step for 
the indicia! method while it was 0.2 degree for the 
CFD method. The coordinates of three of the mi
crophone positions, using the same nomenclature 
to identify observer locations as in the experiment 
are given in Table 1. (For an interaction at 90 de
gree azimuth the observer locations were rotated 
by 90 degree such that observer locations were in 
front of the rotor disk). 

Figure 4 shows the acoustic time signature at mi
crophone #3 obtained using the CFD predicted 
chordwise pressure distribution and the analytical 
chordwise pressure distribution. The X-axis is time 
as a fraction of the time period of a rotor revolu
tion. The comparison shows that the peak magni
tude of the noise pulse obtained using the analytical 
pressure distribution is in excellent agreement with 
the noise signature obtained using the actual CFD 
pressure distribution. Therefore, in the rest of this 
paper the acoustic signature for the CFD method 
is obtained using the analytical chord wise pressure 
distribution. 

The acoustic signatures are shown for microphone 
location #4 in figure 5 utilizing both the linearized 
unsteady aerodynamics from the indicia! approach 
as well as nonlinear unsteady aerodynamics from 
the Euler method. Also plotted in the figure are 
the experimentally measured acoustic signature. It 
can be seen that both the peak magnitudes and the 
pulse width are predicted very accurately by both 
the CFD and the indicia! method. Figure 6 shows 
the frequency spectra of the acoustic signature at 
microphone #4 for the same flight condition. Once 
again the indicia! method is in excellent agreement 
with the CFD prediction over the whole range of 
the frequencies. 
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Figure 5: Comparison of acoustic signature with 
the experiment for BVI M,;p = 0.71 and Jl = 0.2. 
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Figure 6: Frequency spectra of the acoustic sig
nature at microphone #4 predicted using CFD 
and indicia! method for BVI at M,;p = 0. 71 and 
Jl = 0.2. 

Computational Validation for Parallel 
Interactions at 90 Degrees of Azimuth 

In this section results are presented for the aero
dynamic lift time history and the resulting acous
tic signature BVI computed using both the indicia! 
method and the Euler method. In all these cases, 
the isolated vortex passes one-quarter of a rotor 
blade chord underneath the rotor blade at 90 de
gree of azimuth. No experimental data is available 
for such an interaction. For all of the results shown 
here 60 and 36 elements were used in the chordwise 
and span wise directions respectively. Grid indepen
dence studies showed that differences in the acous
tic signature were indistinguishable even if half as 

0.1 ,---c::--c:-::--=::----,----,---~-. 
r/A 0.85, CFD -
r/R 0.85, lndi. ------
r/R 0.94, CFO ········ 

0.05 
r/R 0.94, lndi. '' . , ........... . 

-o.o5 r········ . 

·0.1 

.0.15 L-----'----'----..L __ j__ _ __i __ _j 

30 45 60 75 90 105 120 
Azimuth (deg) 

Figure 7: Unsteady lift time history for parallel 
BVI interaction at if1 = 90° for rotor at M,;p = 0. 7 
and Jl = 0.2 

many points were used in either the chordwise or 
spanwise directions. 

Figure 7 shows the unsteady aerodynamic loads at 
two outboard radial stations on the blade obtained 
using the indicia! method (linear aerodynamics) 
and the Euler method (non linear aerodynamics) 
for an advance ratio of 0.2 and a tip Mach number 
of 0.7. It can be seen from this figure that even 
at such high advancing tip Mach numbers (0.84) 
the indicia! method does fairly well in predicting 
the unsteady aerodynamic loads. The agreement 
is excellent before the interaction occurs. Since the 
interaction with the vortex results in the formation 
of shocks on the blade surface and therefore signif
icant non~linearities in the aerodynamic flowfield 
are generated, it is not surprising that the positive 
loading after the interaction (at an azimuth after 
90 degrees) is somewhat different. However, the 
large slope right after the negative loading peak is 
very well predicted. Even better correlation is ob
tained for lower advancing tip Mach numbers. 

In figure 8 the acoustic time histories for parallel 
BVI at Mtip = 0.6 and Jl = 0.2 occurring on the 
advancing blade at 90 degree and at 180 degree are 
plotted for the same locations relative to the rotor 
in the rotor fixed frame. Results obtained using 
CFD are also shown to further validate the accu
racy of the indicia! method. It can be seen that 
the interaction occurring on the advancing blade 
results, for reasons mentioned previously, in about 
30% higher peak noise amplitude for the same flight 
conditions. 
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Figure 8: Far-field acoustic signature for parallel 
BVI interaction at W = 180° and W = 90° for rotor 
in forward flight at Mtip = 0.6 and f.l = 0.2. 

In figure 9 the acoustic signature for BVI at the 
same three microphone locations are plotted for 
an interaction with Mtip = 0.60 and f.l = 0.2 for 
two different vortex speed ratios. It can be readily 
observed that indicia! method predicts peak am
plitude accurately for all the cases. For A = 0.9, 
which represents a faster moving vortex, the peak 
amplitudes are about 20% higher than the peak 
amplitude obtained for A = 1.1. 

To demonstrate the importance of including A as 
a parameter in the gust response approximation, 
the BVI is calculated using a stationary gust func-

0.2 
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0.3 
Rev. 

(a) ), = 0.9 

0.3 
Rev. 

(b) ). = 1.1 

Mic #2 CFD -e
Mic #3 CFD -e
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Mic#21ndi.
Mic #3 lndL --
Mic #4 lndL ____._.._ 

0.4 
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Figure 9: Far-field acoustic signature for various 
speed ratios of the vortex convection velocity for 
rotor with Mtip = 0.6 and f.l = 0.2. 

tion (SGF) and the general gust function (GGF). 
The stationary gust function is optimized for sta
tionary gusts (A = 1) only. This is typically the 
way most used by current comprehensive codes to 
calculate unsteady aerodyanmics. However, the ef
fects of vortex velocity on the unsteady gust field 
are accurately modeled. 

Figure 10 shows the lift time histories at two ra
dial stations on the blade, obtained using GGF and 
SGF. For both span locations the negative peak 
magnitude of the lift predicted by SGF increases 
with A while GGF predicts the peak magnitude to 
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A CFD Indicia! (GGF) Indicia! (SGF) 
0.9 79.76 81.68 67.87 
1.0 69.07 73.05 73.05 
1.1 57.48 64.51 75.91 

Table 2: Positive pressure peak magnitude of the 
acoustic pulse at Microphone #2 for BVI at M,;p = 
0.60 and I" = 0.2. 

be almost flat. It should be noted that the Eu
ler solver also predicts lift time histories consistent 
with the results obtained using GGF. With the 
SG F, the difference in the two lift time histories 
for a faster and a slower gust consists primarily of 
an increased magnitude of the unsteady loads for 
the slower moving gust, but almost no change in 
the maximum rate of change of lift. This is be
cause only the effect of the changing vortex veloc
ity is included, the aerodynamic response function 
remains unchanged. With the GGF, the changing 
aerodynamic response function is also included; re
sulting in the relatively minor change in the peak 
magnitude with gust ratio. However, it can also be 
noticed that the maximum rate of change of the un
steady lift is increased for the faster moving gust, 
relative to the slower moving gust. 

Figure 11 compares the acoustic time signatures 
for the isolated BVI interaction using the station
ary and generalized gust functions. It can be ob
served from the figures that if the stationary gust 
response is used, the noise is underpredicted for A 
less than 1 while it is over predicted for the vortex 
moving with A greater than 1. This is in contrast 
to the trend seen in figure 9 where the acoustic 
peak magnitude was observed to increase with the 
convection speed of the vortex. Table 2 shows the 
positive pressure peak magnitudes for the two cases 
along with for A = 1. It can be concluded that a 
general gust function is able to predict the acous
tics very close to that from the Euler solver. On 
the other hand, neglecting the effects of the gust 
motion on the response function incurs significant 
errors. These observations are consistent with the 
results for 2-D airfoil vortex interaction computa
tions obtained using GGF and SGF'. 

Conclusion 

The far-field noise of an isolated parallel BVI on 
an advancing rotor blade is calculated using the 
indicia! method with a general gust function. It is 
shown that such an indicia! method can be used 
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Figure 10: Aerodynamic load time history at two 
span locations obtained using general gust function 
(GGF) and stationary gust function (SGF) for BVI 
at Mtip = 0.60 and I"= 0.2. 

to accurately calculate the unsteady aerodynamic 
loads and the resulting acoustics of BVI. It is also 
shown that the vortex convection speed has a sig
nificant influence on the peak amplitude of the far
field noise and use of general gust function allows 
the indicia! method to capture this effect accu
rately. For the specific case presented, an approxi
mately 20% decrease in the gust ratio resulted in a 
20% increase in the maximum peak pressure in the 
far-field. This is consistent with results from an 
Euler solver. However, failure to properly model 
the aerodynamic response, by using the stationary 
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Figure 11: Acoustic signature obtained using gen
eral gust function (GGF) and stationary gust func
tion (SGF) for BVI at Mtip = 0.60 and I' = 0.2. 

gust function, results in the incorrect trend. There
fore, it is recommended that comprehensive codes 
be modified to include generalized gust functions. 
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